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Abstract15

We describe CATKE, a parameterization for ocean microturbulence with scales between 116

and 100 meters. CATKE is a one-equation model that predicts diffusive turbulent vertical17

fluxes a prognostic turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) and a diagnostic mixing length that18

features a dynamic model for convective adjustment (CA). With its convective mixing19

length, CATKE predicts not just the depth range where microturbulence acts but also20

the timescale over which mixing occurs, an important aspect of turbulent convection not21

captured by convective adjustment schemes. As a result, CATKE can describe the competition22

between convection and other processes such as baroclinic restractification or biogeochemical23

production-destruction. We estimate CATKE’s free parameters with a posteriori calibration24

to eighteen large eddy simulations of the ocean surface boundary layer, and validate CATKE25

against twelve additional large eddy simulations with stronger and weaker forcing than used26

during calibration. We find that a CATKE-parameterized single column model accurately27

predicts the depth structure of buoyancy and momentum at vertical resolutions between28

2 and 16 meters and with time steps of 10-20 minutes. We propose directions for future29

model development, and future efforts to recalibrate CATKE’s parameters against more30

comprehensive and realistic datasets.31

Plain Language Summary32

Turbulence is everywhere in the Earth’s ocean, from ephemeral swirls no bigger than a33

fingertip to gigantic eddies larger than Iceland. Ocean models simulate ocean currents by34

dividing the ocean into “grid cells” between 10 and 100 kilometers wide. As a result, ocean35

models do a pretty good job simulating eddies that are significantly larger than a single36

grid cell. But models do a far worse job incorporating the effects of eddies that are roughly37

person- to building-sized, and thus smaller than a grid cell. This is a problem because these38

small yet mighty eddies mix heat and carbon deep into the ocean, and thus help keep the39

atmosphere from getting too hot, and too rich in CO2. In this paper we propose a new40

model component called “CATKE” (pronounced kăt-kee) that does a pretty good job at41

incorporating the effect of such relatively small ocean eddies in climate models. CATKE42

stands for ”Convective Adjustment and Turbulent Kinetic Energy”. Basically, CATKE keeps43

track of the energy of small-scale turbulence — a measure of how vigorous it is, and thus44

how much it mixes the ocean — to predict ocean mixing rates. We hope CATKE helps us45

make more accurate climate predictions.46

1 Introduction47

Vertical mixing by ocean microturbulence with scales between 1 and 100 meters is an48

important process affecting, for example, ocean uptake of atmospheric heat and carbon (Price49

et al., 1986; Large et al., 1994; Omand et al., 2015), the structure of the ocean interior (Luyten50

et al., 1983; Williams, 1991), and ocean circulation on decadal to millennial time-scales. In51

large-scale ocean models — from regional models covering tens of kilometers to global ocean52

models —microturbulent vertical fluxes are approximately modeled by parameterizations.53

Imperfect predictions by microturbulence parameterizations can affect the accuracy of ocean54

and climate predictions, contributing, for example, to biases in Southern Ocean mixed layer55

depth (Sallée et al., 2013; DuVivier et al., 2018), tropical sea surface temperature (G. Li &56

Xie, 2014), and water mass formation (Groeskamp et al., 2019).57

Ocean microturbulence parameterizations for climate prediction are biased not just58

because microturbulence is challenging to model, but also because of severe restrictions59

on model formulation imposed by the computational costs of climate modeling. Consider60

“two-equation” parameterizations like k–ϵ (Umlauf & Burchard, 2003; Mellor & Yamada, 1982;61

Harcourt & D’Asaro, 2008), which estimate turbulent diffusivities for momentum and tracers62

by evolving turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) together with a second auxiliary variable like63

TKE dissipation ϵ. Two-equation parameterizations are widely used in both regional ocean64
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simulations and aerodynamics and may be considered a gold standard for microturbulence65

parameterization — but are rarely used for global ocean climate modeling. The reason is66

that reliable predictions with two-equation models for typical oceanic conditions require time67

steps shorter than 6 minutes (Reffray et al., 2015; Reichl & Hallberg, 2018), much shorter68

than the 15–120 minute time steps required for typical current climate applications.69

In this paper we describe a new one-equation microturbulence parameterization designed70

for climate application called “CATKE” featuring a dynamic convective adjustment (CA)71

model and a budget for turbulent kinetic energy (TKE). Like existing one-equation parame-72

terizations widely used in European climate models (Gaspar et al., 1990; Blanke & Delecluse,73

1993; Kuhlbrodt et al., 2018; Madec et al., 2017; Gutjahr et al., 2021; Jungclaus et al., 2022),74

CATKE predicts downgradient, diffusive momentum and tracer transport through effective75

turbulent diffusivities in terms of a prognostic TKE variable and a diagnostic mixing length76

scale model.77

CATKE’s formulation is described in section 2. One of the strengths that CATKE shares78

with other one-equation parameterizations is a skillful formulation for the shear turbulence79

length scale introduced in section 2.1.1. Yet this shear turbulence length scale “has no80

meaning” (Blanke & Delecluse, 1993) in convective conditions. Convection, perhaps the most81

important oceanic microturbulent process, controls the wintertime mixed layer depth outside82

the tropics and plays an important role in the meridional overturning circulation. Current83

one-equation parameterizations (Madec et al., 2017; Gutjahr et al., 2021; Jungclaus et al.,84

2022) use a constant “convective adjustment” diffusivity typically around κc = 0.1m2 s−1.85

A constant convective adjustment diffusivity is problematic, however, because a constant86

diffusivity cannot accurately describe the rate of convective mixing — which varies both87

with boundary layer depth and the intensity of the destabilizing surface buoyancy flux —88

across the wide range of convective conditions realized in Earth’s ocean. One of the main89

contribution of this paper is the new convective length scale parameterization for TKE-based90

models, described in section 2.1.2, that predicts the convective diffusivity and thus the rate91

of convective mixing based on a dimensional analysis due to Deardorff et al. (1970).92

CATKE has 18 free parameters, commensurate with typical ocean microscale parameter-93

izations. (Most parameterizations have O(10) parameters, though free parameters are rarely94

enumerated. We count 16-17 for the K-profile-parameterization through a close reading95

of Large et al. (1994), ≈ 10 for NEMO’s TKE-based parameterization based on Madec et96

al. (2017), and infer that two equation models have between 6–12 free parameters based97

on (Burchard & Bolding, 2001) and (Mellor & Yamada, 1982).) In section 3, we calibrate98

CATKE’s free parameters against 18 idealized large eddy simulations (LES) of ocean surface99

boundary layer mixing, and use 12 additional LES for validation. Our LES are categorized100

by forcing “magnitude” into suites of six scenarios each: (i) free convection, (ii) wind-forced101

without rotation, (iii) wind-forced with rotation, and three cases (iv–vi) with combinations of102

convective and wind-forced turublence, with rotation. All LES use a rectangular domain 5122103

meters square and 256 meters deep, and all are initialized from rest with a depth-dependent104

buoyancy profile whose buoyancy frequency varies between between 10−6–10−5 s−2. The105

wind-forced LES model surface waves using a wind-wave equilibrium model with a peak106

wave number chosen to produce La = 0.3, the peak of the global distribution of La (Belcher107

et al., 2012). We use three suites for calibration involving 12, 24, and 48 hours of simulation,108

at which point all 18 simulations have roughly the same boundary layer depth. The two109

validation suites are run for 6 and 72 hours, thus possessing stronger and weaker forcing110

than used for calibration. The LES are described in more detail in Appendix A.111

Our calibration uses Ensemble Kalman Inversion (Iglesias et al., 2013) to solve an inverse112

problem for the free parameters that minimize the mismatch between the 18 calibration113

LES coarse grained to both 4- and 8-meter resolution, and corresponding sets of CATKE-114

parameterized single column simulations using a 20 minute time step. Our calibration115

framework is therefore “a posteriori” (Duraisamy, 2021; Frezat et al., 2022; Ramadhan et116

al., 2022) and incorporates numerical errors and discrete implementation details, which helps117
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ensure that CATKE-parameterized numerical solutions are stable and reliable. We validate118

CATKE’s skill in the same single column setting at three resolutions with 2-, 8- and 16-meter119

spacing. We find that CATKE delivers accurate and reliable predictions for boundary layer120

scenarios for all resolutions and with 20 minute time steps. Side-by-side LES and CATKE121

predictions are shown in figure 1.122

We explore CATKE’s dynamics in more diverse ocean mixing scenarios in section 4,123

including boundary layers forced by diuranlly-varying forcing, mixing by turbulence produced124

by an external source, and mixing in forced stratified shear turbulence. We conclude in125

section 5 with comments about future efforts to calibrate CATKE to more comprehensive126

data sets and future model development efforts to capture physics not considered in this127

work, such as the effect of surface wave fields that vary independently from winds. The128

most important piece of future work is the construction of a global calibration context that129

will permit to further calibrate CATKE’s free parameters from satellite and in-situ ocean130

observations.131

Figure 1. Visualization of large eddy simulations (LES) and single column simulations of the

ocean surface boundary layer for (top) “strong wind, weak cooling” and (bottom) “free convection”.

The left panel visualizes LES vertical velocity and the right three panels compare horizontally-

averaged buoyancy, horizontal velocities, and turbulent kinetic energy in LES and as predicted by

CATKE.

2 CATKE formulation in a single column context132

We describe CATKE in a one-dimensional single column context. Single column models
describe the horizontally-averaged dynamics of a horizontally-periodic large eddy simulation
like that depicted in figure 1, and idealizes the evolution of momentum and tracers in
a horizontally-homogeneous patch of ocean. For this we first define an average () over
horizontal scales 100 meters and larger, as appropriate. For example, in the context of
horizontally-periodic LES the horizontal average is taken over the entire domain. We then

decompose all three-dimensional variables Ψ into a horizontally-averaged component ψ
def
= Ψ̄
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and a fluctuation ψ′ such that,

Ψ(x, y, z, t) = Ψ̄(z, t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
def
= ψ(z,t)

+ψ′(x, y, z, t) , (1)

where Ψ ∈ (U, V,W,C) includes the velocity components U, V,W and tracer concentrations
C. We assume the ocean is horizontally-homogeneous, or nearly so, such that W ≈ w′. The
single-column, horizontally-averaged zonal momentum u(z, t), meridional momentum v(z, t),
and any tracer c(z, t) obey

∂tu− fv = −∂zw′u′ , (2)

∂tv + fu = −∂zw′v′ , (3)

∂tc = −∂zw′c′ , (4)

where f is the Coriolis parameter. Lateral fluxes vanish from (2)–(4) due to horizontal133

homogeneity.134

CATKE models the horizontally-averaged vertical fluxes w′ψ′ appearing on the right
side of (2)–(4) with a mixing length formulation (Prandtl et al., 1925),

w′ψ′ ≈ − ℓψ
√
e︸ ︷︷ ︸

def
= κψ

∂zψ , (5)

where e is the turbulent kinetic energy,
√
e is the turbulent velocity scale, and ℓψ is the

mixing length for the horizontally-averaged variable ψ(z, t). After choosing to parameterize
turbulent transport with eddy diffusion that depends on the turbulent velocity

√
e and

mixing length ℓψ, the form κψ = ℓψ
√
e follows from dimensional analysis. CATKE invokes

three mixing lengths and three eddy diffusivities: one for horizontal velocities, ℓu, one for
tracers, ℓc, and one for turbulent kinetic energy, ℓe. With (5), the single column equations
become

∂tu− fv = ∂z (κu∂zu) , (6)

∂tv + fu = ∂z (κu∂zv) , (7)

∂tc = ∂z (κc∂zc) . (8)

In this paper we use a linear equation of state that relating density to a single thermodynamic
constituent, such that the buoyancy b is just another tracer,

∂tb = ∂z (κc∂zb) . (9)

The buoyancy gradient N2 def
= ∂zb appears in many of the scaling arguments central to135

CATKE’s formulation. Note that in more realistic simulations of seawater, b and N2
136

are functions of geopotential height, mean temperature, and mean salinity through the137

empirically-determined seawater equation of state (McDougall & Barker, 2011).138

To estimate the turbulent kinetic energy e in (5), we consider an analogy — but not a
precise relationship — between e and the kinetic energy of the subgrid velocity field, E ,

E def
= 1

2 |u′|2 = 1
2

(
u′2 + v′2 + w′2

)
. (10)

The “true” subgrid kinetic energy E obeys

∂tE = − ∂z
(
w′E ′ + w′p′ − ν∂zE

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

transport

− u′w′ · ∂zu︸ ︷︷ ︸
shear production

+ w′b′︸︷︷︸
buoyancy flux

− ν|∇u′|2︸ ︷︷ ︸
dissipation

, (11)
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where ν is the kinematic viscosity, p is kinematic pressure (dynamic pressure divided by a
reference density) and E ′ = 1

2 |u
′|2 − E . Inspired by (11), we formulate an equation for e

consisting of terms that mirror each term in equation (11):

∂te = ∂z (κe∂ze)︸ ︷︷ ︸
transport

+ κu|∂zu|2︸ ︷︷ ︸
shear production

− κcN
2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
buoyancy flux

− e3/2

ℓD︸︷︷︸
dissipation

, (12)

where |∂zu|2 = (∂zu)
2 + (∂zv)

2 is the vertical shear squared, κe is the vertical diffusivity139

of e, ℓD is the “dissipation length scale”, and we have labeled the corresponding terms140

in (11) and (12). The shear production and buoyancy flux terms are formulated by applying141

the eddy diffusivity hypothesis (5) to their corresponding expressions in equation (11). We142

assume that e transport, which helps to deepen boundary layers by modeling turbulence143

spreading away from turbulence-generating regions, can be modeled with an eddy diffusivity144

κe = ℓe
√
e. This transport closure is not quite right for E — which experiences non-local145

transport not least due to pressure effects in (11) — and must be interpreted in light of146

the approximate relationship between e and E . Finally, to model the dissipation of e we147

introduce the dissipation length scale ℓD, which has a similar form to the mixing lengths ℓu,148

ℓc, and ℓe. The expression e3/2/ℓD follows on dimensional grounds.149

The approximate correspondence between e and E is important: e is a latent variable150

whose purpose is to help predict u, v, c, and other mean quantities, rather than to predict151

E . Interpreting e as a latent variable rather than as the actual subgrid kinetic energy152

E is also proposed by Kolmogorov (see Spalding, 1991) and Saffman (1970) — who go153

so far as to model TKE production with e|∂zu| rather than the more closely analogous154

κu|∂zu|2 ∼ ℓ
√
e|∂zu|2. (As discussed in section 4.4, we model shear production with κu|∂zu|2155

in part to lend CATKE an easily-interpretable critical Richardson number.) Physically e156

may be interpreted as the part of TKE associated with irreversible mixing, thus implicitly157

filtering reversible motions that contribute to E but not to mixing, such as internal waves158

generated by convective plumes that plunge through the mixed layer and penetrate the159

stably stratified region below. Though e is latent and unobservable, LES observations of u,160

v, c nevertheless well-inform its evolution because u, v, c and e are tightly coupled via (5).161

Equation (12) requires boundary conditions. On all boundaries except the surface where
z = 0, we impose no-flux conditions on e. At z = 0, we parameterize subgrid production of e
by wind stress and destabilizing buoyancy fluxes across the uppermost cell interface with

Qe |z=0 = −Cshear
Q u3⋆ − Cconv

Q max(Qb, 0)∆z , (13)

where Cshear
Q and Cconv

Q are constant, non-dimensional free parameters, Qb is the surface
buoyancy flux defined such that Qb > 0 removes buoyancy and thus causes convection, ∆z is
the distance between the top of the ocean domain and the first interior cell interface, and u⋆
is the friction velocity,

u⋆
def
=

(
Q2
u +Q2

v

)1/4
, (14)

defined in terms of the zonal and meridional kinematic momentum fluxes Qu and Qv (wind162

stresses divided by reference water density). Note that other one equation parameterizations163

only use u⋆ in their surface boundary condition for e (Blanke & Delecluse, 1993; Madec et164

al., 2017).165

The surface flux parameterization (13) introduces the notation

Clabel
component (15)

for two free parameters Cshear
Q and Cconv

Q , where “label” indicates the parameter’s role and166

“component” refers to the variable or component to which the parameter associates.167
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2.1 Turbulence length scale model168

We decompose the four length scales ℓψ ∈ (ℓu, ℓc, ℓe, ℓD) into a convective length scale
ℓconvψ and a “shear” length scale ℓshearψ . At any time and location, the maximum of these two
length scales is chosen as the mixing length via

ℓψ = max
(
ℓconvψ , ℓshearψ

)
, (16)

encapsulating a sharp separation between turbulence regimes that exhibit distinct scaling169

laws. (Despite its name, the “shear” length scale ℓshear is active in non-convective turbulence170

mixing without shear, as explored in section 4.2.) We next describe a length scale formulation171

that can be calibrated to predict turbulent fluxes associated with the kinds of flows plotted172

in figure 1.173

2.1.1 Shear turbulence length scale174

To represent non-convective turbulence either in strong stratification or near the ocean
surface, we use the length scale

ℓshearψ = σψ(Ri)min

(√
e

N+
,Csd

)
, where N2

+
def
= max (0, ∂zb) (17)

where d is the distance to the ocean surface, Cs is a free parameter (“s” for “surface”), and175

σψ is a “stability function” defined below.
√
e/N is the vertical distance traversed by a176

patch of turbulence expending all its kinetic energy e to mix the uniform stratification N .177 √
e/N is a local or constant stratification version of the more complete, but computationally178

expensive length scale proposed by Gaspar et al. (1990).179

We use (17) for ℓshearc , ℓshearu , and ℓsheare . For the dissipation length scale ℓshearD , we use

ℓD =
1

σD(Ri)
min

(√
e

N+
,Csd

)
. (18)

The alternative stability function formulation in (18) yields a tight connection between180

σD’s free parameters and e dissipation, and facilitates analytical calculations such as those181

presented in section 4.182

The stability functions σψ in (17)–(18) modulate each length scale with the stably-
stratified Richardson number

Ri
def
=

N2
+

|∂zu|2
, (19)

which, among other meanings, measures the role of shear production in the dynamics of
turbulent mixing. The stability functions give CATKE a variable turbulent Prandtl number,

Pr =
κu
κc

, (20)

which has a well-established relationship with Ri in atmospheric boundary layers (D. Li,183

2019).184

We use piecewise linear functions for σψ(Ri),

σψ(Ri) = Clo
ψ +

(
Chi
ψ − Clo

ψ

)
clamp

(
Ri− C0

Ri

CδRi

)
, where Ri

def
=

N2
+

|∂zu|2
, (21)

and clamp(x) = max [0,min(1, x)]. The parameter C0
Ri is the “transition Ri”. For low185

Ri < C0
Ri, the stability function is constant with σψ = Clo

ψ . For larger Ri > C0
Ri, σψ186

transitions linearly in Ri to Chi
ψ over a range CδRi. For high Ri > C0

Ri + CδRi, the stability187

function is again constant with σψ = Chi
ψ .188
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The four shear length scales introduce 11 free parameters: Cs, CδRi, and C0
Ri used in

all four length scales, along with 8 additional parameters associated with the two limiting
coefficients Clo

ψ and Chi
ψ for each length scale respectively. Note that because κu and κc each

scale with σu and σc, our Pr is a continuous rational function of Ri, unlike, for example,
the piecewise constant Pr proposed by Blanke and Delecluse (1993). The turbulent Prandtl
number for shear turbulence becomes,

Pr =
κu
κc

=
σu
σc

, such that
Clo
u

Clo
c︸︷︷︸

Ri<C0
σ

≤ Pr ≤ Chi
u

Chi
c︸︷︷︸

Ri≥C0
σ +Cδσ

. (22)

The limiting Pr values Clo
u /Clo

c ≈ 0.9 and Chi
u /Chi

c ≈ 1.7 are determined by calibration, as189

described in section 3.190

2.1.2 Convective turbulence length scale191

To formulate a model for the convective length scale, we divide the convective boundary192

layer into two regions: a “convecting layer” with unstable N2 < 0, and a “penetration193

layer” with thickness δ. The penetration layer then includes heights z where N2(z) > 0 but194

N2(z+δ) < 0. (We use “penetration layer” rather than “entrainment layer” used by Deardorff195

et al. (1970) because it is less likely to be confused with other types of “entrainment”.) Our196

formulation for the convective length scale models both rapid mixing in the convective layer197

as well as entrainment into the boundary layer from below by plumes plunging through198

the convecting layer into the stably stratified penetration layer below. We use a convective199

length scale for tracers, TKE, and TKE dissipation, but not for momentum.200

Our dynamic length scale for mixing in the convective layer is based on a dimensional
analysis first proposed by Deardorff et al. (1970) that links the turbulent velocity

√
e (m s−1),

surface buoyancy flux Qb (m
2/s3), and convective layer depth, h (m),

√
e ∼ (hQb)

1/3
. (23)

Recasting (23) in terms of a time-scale tmix ∼ h/
√
e for mixing over the convective depth h

yields

tmix ∼
(
h2

Qb

)1/3

∼ h2

κc
. (24)

The second relationship in (24) expresses tmix in terms of the tracer diffusivity κc. Consider201

convection driven by constant destabilizing buoyancy fluxes Qb and increasing h(t): the202

mixing time then evolves according to tmix ∼ h2/3. On the other hand, with constant κc203

— a commonly used parameterization when N2 < 0 (Madec et al., 2017; Kuhlbrodt et al.,204

2018; Gutjahr et al., 2021; Jungclaus et al., 2022) — we find that tmix ∼ h2. Thus constant205

convective adjustment diffusivities inaccurately exhibit tmix ∼ h2 and may produce bias when206

convection competes with other processes such as lateral restratification, or biogeochemical207

production and destruction.208

To capture tmix in (24) for the convective region where N2 < 0, we introduce a dynamic
convective mixing length scale ℓhψ that scales with h,

ℓhψ
def
= Chψ

e3/2

Q̃b +Qmin
b

∼ h , (25)

where the regularizer Qmin
b is a minimum convective buoyancy flux parameter chosen small

enough to have no impact on CATKE-parameterized solutions, and Q̃b is an estimate of
the slowly-evolving part of the buoyancy flux Qb averaged over time-scales t ∼ tmix. We
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compute Q̃b by integrating

∂tQ̃b =

(
Qb

ℓ2D(z = 0)

)1/3

︸ ︷︷ ︸
∼t−1

mix

(
Qb − Q̃b

)
, (26)

where ℓD is the dissipation length scale and (ℓ2D/Qb)
1/3 ∼ tmix scales with the instantaneous209

convective mixing time. Note that in quasi-equilibrium Q̃b ≈ Qb. Because ℓ
h
ψ ∼ h, CATKE’s210

convective tracer diffusivity scales with κc ∼ h
√
e.211

The second objective of our convective mixing length formulation is to correctly predict
h(t). For this we introduce a model for “penetrative mixing” below the convective mixed layer
associated with convective plumes that plunge through the mixed layer and penetrate into
the strongly stratified region below. The “empirical law of convection” (Large et al., 1994;
Siebesma et al., 2007; Van Roekel et al., 2018; Souza et al., 2020, 2022) is the observation,
robust across a wide range of convective conditions, that penetrative fluxes at the penetration
level zp scale with

w′b′ |z=zp ∼ −Qb such that h2 ∼ Qbt

N2
, (27)

for initially constant buoyancy gradient N2 and constant Qb.212

To ensure that CATKE reproduces (27), we introduce a “penetrative mixing length”,

ℓpψ
def
= Cpc

Q̃b
N2

√
e+Qmin

b

, (28)

which is applied at the height zp < 0 defined via

N2(zp) > 0 and N2(zp + δ) < 0 , (29)

where δ is the thickness of the penetration layer. At z = zp, (28) produces w′b′ = −ℓpcN2 ≈213

−Q̃b in accordance with the empircal law in (27). Our current numerical implementation of214

the convective mixing length uses δ = ∆z where ∆z is the grid spacing at zp. This choice215

amounts to an assumption that δ is thinner than the grid spacing ∆z.216

Finally, we note that because e is much larger in shear turbulence than in convective
turbulence with similar mixing rates (for example, compare figure 1(d) and (h)), the scaling
(25) will greatly overestimate the mixing length when e is produced by both convection and
shear. To limit the impact of the convective mixing length in the presence of shear, we use
the non-dimensional “sheared plume number”,

Sp(z)
def
=

|∂zu|e
Q̃b +Qmin

b

, (30)

and reduce the convective mixing length by

max
(
0, 1− Csp Sp

)
, (31)

where Csp is a free parameter. The reduction factor (31) is used in lieu of more detailed217

understanding of how shear acts to limit turbulence correlation scales during convection. We218

anticipate that (30) increases as shear production of TKE increases relative to buoyancy flux219

during convection.220

Putting (25), (28), and (31) together yields the piecewise parameterization

ℓconvψ (z) = max
(
0, 1− Csp Sp

)
ℓhψ if N2 < 0 and Qb > 0 ,

ℓpψ if N2 > 0 , N2(z +∆z) < 0 , and Qb > 0 ,

0 otherwise .

(32)
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Figure 2 illustrates the behavior of the convective length scale predicted by CATKE in (32)221

for three free convection cases with surface buoyancy fluxes Qb = 9.6 × 10−7, 2.4 × 10−7,222

and 8.8 × 10−8 m2 s−3 integrated for 6, 24, and 72 hours respectively, using the initial223

buoyancy profile in equation (A1), which is also used for all our LES. Figure 2(a) shows224

CATKE-simulated buoyancy profiles after integrating for 6, 24, and 72 hours. Figure 2(b)225

shows that stronger forcing cases have greater levels of turbulent kinetic energy. Figure 2(c)226

shows the tracer mixing length, which above z = −100 meters is dominated by the convective227

mixing length. Though each case has different TKE and different surface buoyancy flux,228

they nevertheless predict similar tracer mixing lengths which are O(100) meters and thus229

similar to the boundary layer depth, corroborating the dimensional analysis in equation (23).230

Figure 2(d) shows the eddy diffusivity for the three cases — unlike a typical constant-231

diffusivity convective adjustment model, CATKE’s “convective adjustment diffusivity” varies232

depending on the strength of the surface buoyancy flux. Because the predicted mixing length233

is similar for all three cases, the tracer diffusivity varies with the surface buoyancy flux due234

to variation in the turbulent kinetic energy.235

Buoyancy (m s�²)
0.0386 0.0388

z (
m)

-150

-100

-50

0

(a)

Turbulent kinetic 
 energy (m² s�²)

0.000 0.001
(b)

Tracer 
 mixing length (m)

0 20 40 60 80
(c)

Eddy 
 diffusivity (m² s�¹)

0 1 2 3

z (
m)

-150
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-50

0

(d)

Q� = 9.6 × 10��
Q� = 2.4 × 10��
Q� = 8.8 × 10��

Penetration layer

Convecting layer

Figure 2. CATKE mixing length and eddy diffusivity during free convection for three cases with

boundary layer depth h ≈ 100 m. (a) CATKE-predicted buoyancy profiles for the three cases, (b)

profiles turbulent kinetic energy, e, (c) tracer mixing lengths ℓc, (d) tracer eddy diffusivities κc. Blue

shades the unstable “convecting layer” where N2 < 0 and thus ℓc ∼ h ∼ e3/2/Qb. Red shades the

“penetration layer” just below the unstable convecting layer, where N2(z) > 0 but N2(z +∆z) < 0.

The buoyancy fluxes Qb in panel (a) have units m2 s−3.

3 Calibration and assessment in the single column context236

CATKE’s 18 free parameters are listed in table 3. We calibrate CATKE’s 18 free237

parameters in an a posteriori (Duraisamy, 2021; Frezat et al., 2022) single-column context238

using horizontally-averaged data from 18 LES briefly described in section 1 and in more239

detail in Appendix A. Our a posteriori calibration method poses a Bayesian inverse problem240

that models the mismatch between LES data and predictions of the LES data generated241

by 36 independent CATKE-parameterized single column models at 4- and 8-meter vertical242

resolution. We use Ensemble Kalman Inversion (Iglesias et al., 2013) to find optimal243

parameters that minimize this model-data mismatch.244

Using a posteriori calibration is crucial: because we use predictions generated by CATKE-245

parameterized single-column models to estimate model-data mismatch, our calibration246

method incorporates numerical error, prediction bias, and can leverage indirect data. For247

example, our calibration constrains parameters in the TKE equation despite that the248
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Symbol Description Optimal value Bounds

Cshear
Q Wind stress TKE surface flux 1.1 (0, 4)

Cconv
Q Convective TKE surface flux 4.0 (0, 8)

Cs Stratification-limited mixing scale 2.4 (0, 4)

Clo
c Tracer mixing for low Ri 0.2 (0, 1)

Chi
c Tracer mixing for high Ri 0.045 (0, 1)

Clo
u Velocity mixing for low Ri 0.19 (0, 1)

Chi
u Velocity mixing for high Ri 0.086 (0, 1)

Clo
e TKE transport for low Ri 1.9 (0, 4)

Chi
e TKE transport for high Ri 0.57 (0, 4)

Clo
D Dissipation scale for low Ri 1.1 (0, 4)

Chi
D Dissipation scale for high Ri 0.37 (0, 4)

CδRi Stability function Ri width 0.45 (0, 1)

C0
Ri Stability function transitional Ri 0.47 (0, 1)

Chc Tracer free convection scale 1.5 (0, 2)

Cpc Tracer free entrainment scale 0.2 (0, 1)

ChD Dissipation free convection scale 0.88 (0, 2)

Che TKE free convection scale 1.2 (0, 2)

Csp Sheared plume scale 0.14 (0, 2)

Table 1. A summary of CATKE’s free parameters. Note that “low Ri” means Ri ≤ C0
Ri, while

“high Ri” means Ri ≥ C0
Ri + Cδ

Ri.
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Figure 3. Comparison between CATKE and six strongly-forced large eddy simulations run for 6

hours.

calibration to LES data includes only buoyancy and velocity profiles — because TKE is249

tightly coupled to the evolution of tracers and momentum through (5). Our calibration250

also accounts for our particular implementation of CATKE on a staggered vertical grid and251

incorporates spatial- and time-discretization error.252

3.1 Pointwise error for 6- and 72-hour suites253

We validate CATKE with optimal parameters against 12 additional LES: 6 more254

strongly-forced and 6 more weakly-forced than the LES used for calibration. All LES255

used for both calibration and assessment use the same initial buoyancy profile. In the256

strongly-forced cases, the boundary layer deepens to ∼100 meters in 6 hours. (The strongest257

buoyancy flux is comparable to 2000Wm−2 and the strongest wind stress is comparable to258

atmospheric winds of 25m s−1.) Figure 3 shows the LES profiles and CATKE predictions259

generated with 2-, 4-, and 8-meter vertical resolution. In general the predictions of the260

CATKE-parameterized single column model are accurate and resolution-independent. In261

free convection, the CATKE-predicted buoyancy exhibits a more unstable buoyancy profile262

than LES in the upper part of the boundary layer. We link this bias to CATKE’s eddy263

diffusivity formulation (5): free convection exhibits upgradient buoyancy fluxes which cannot264

be described by a downgradient eddy diffusivity model. Yet because buoyancy is almost265

perfectly mixed in the upper part of the boundary layer, the impact of this buoyancy gradient266

bias is minor.267

We next assess CATKE for weakly-forced cases in which the boundary layer deepens by268

100 meters over 72 hours. Figure 4 assess CATKE against LES with weaker forcing than269

used for calibration. The challenging weakly-forced “strong wind no cooling” case is the one270

case where CATKE-parameterized solutions exhibit discernible resolution dependence.271

4 Exhibition of CATKE dynamics272

In this section, we simulate several turbulence scenarios pertinent to oceanic microtur-273

bulent mixing to explore CATKE’s dynamics and to nurture future calibration efforts. We274

consider diurnal forcing, stratified mixing by a turbulent source in quiescent mean flow, and275

forced stratified shear mixing.276
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Figure 4. Comparison between CATKE and six weakly-forced large eddy simulations run for 72

hours.

4.1 Diurnal boundary layer277

To investigate CATKE’s response to fluctuating buoyancy fluxes, we simulate the
deepening of a one-dimensional surface boundary layer beneath light winds and “diurnal”
buoyancy fluxes that oscillate from heating to cooling. Diurnal variations in boundary
layer turbulence and heat content driven by diurnal variations in incoming and outcoming
radiations are widespread in the summertime and tropical ocean (Price et al., 1986; Moulin
et al., 2018; Hughes et al., 2020). We choose a scenario with constant momentum flux
Qu = −4× 10−5 m2 s−2 and the fluctuating buoyancy flux

Qb(t) = Qn −Qsmax
[
0, sin

(
2π

1 day t+ π
)]

, (33)

with outgoing (cooling) buoyancy flux Qn = 10−7m2 s−3 and incoming (heating) buoyancy278

flux Qs = 4×10−7 m2 s−3, corresponding to a boundary layer driven by light winds, diurnally-279

varying incoming solar radiation, and constant outgoing solar radiation (see for example280

figure 5 in Moulin et al. (2018) and figure 6 in Sarkar and Pham (2019)). Note that with our281

flux convection, Qb > 0 is destabilizing and corresponds to buoyancy loss from the surface,282

while Qb < 0 corresponds to heating. Similarly, a negative x-momentum flux Qu < 0 drives283

flow in the +x-direction. The diurnal cycle in (33) is shifted so that the sun rises at t = 0.284

A time-series of the buoyancy flux is shown in figure 5(a).285

We initialize with uniform stratification N2 = 10−5 s−2 and run the simulation for 4.5286

days. Figure 5(c), (e), (g), and (i) show depth-time diagrams of the resulting buoyancy b,287

turbulent kinetic energy e, tracer diffusivity κc, and tracer mixing length ℓc. Figure 5(j)288

shows Lc(t) = max ℓc(z, t) within the column at each time t. Vertical profiles of b, e, κc,289

and ℓc are shown figure 5b, (d), (f) and (h). Note the logarithmic x-axis in panel (h) and290

the logarithmic y-axis in panel (j). Between t = 0 and t = 12 hours, the boundary layer is291

heated while mixed by the wind, producing a strong, stable stratification close to the surface.292

From t = 12 hours to t = 24 hours, the surface buoyancy flux switches to destabilizing293

and strong mixing ensues, leading to increasing TKE e, tracer diffusivity κc, and tracer294

mixing length ℓc. Like observations of similar scenarios reported by Moulin et al. (2018),295

turbulence dissipates soon after warming begins begins except within a thin layer close to296

the surface, driven by shear associated with the light constant wind stress. Figures 5(e), (g),297

(i) show how turbulence and mixing penetrates progressively deeper over the 4 simulated298
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Figure 5. CATKE-parameterized simulation of a diurnal boundary layer forced by oscillatory

buoyancy flux and light wind stress. The panels show (a) the surface buoyancy flux time-series,

(b) profiles of buoyancy b at t = 18, 56, and 94 hours, (c) a depth-time diagram of buoyancy b, (d)

profiles of TKE e, (e) a depth-time diagram of e, (f) profiles of the logarithm of tracer diffusivity,

log10 κc, (g) a depth-time diagram of log10 κc, (h) profiles of the tracer mixing length ℓc, (i) a

depth-time diagram of ℓc, and (j) a time-series of the maximum shear and convective tracer mixing

lengths. Note the logarithmic x-axis in panel (h) and the logarithmic y-axis in panel (j).

cycles, though the column maximum mixing length plotted in figure 5 is roughly constant.299

We take the qualitative plausibility of these results compared to similar LES results reported300

by (Sarkar & Pham, 2019) (which differ in some details, such as the use of two active tracers,301

Coriolis force, and more) as promising that CATKE, if calibrated properly is capable of302

predicting boundary layer evolution beneath diurnally varying fluxes. Further validation303

and re-calibration to data relevant to diurnal boundary layers awaits.304

4.2 Mixing by turbulence produced by an external source305

To illustrate that CATKE can describe mixing outside the ocean surface boundary
layer, we consider a scenario in which an initially uniform buoyancy gradient is mixed by
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turbulence produced by a transient external source P , The external source is

P (z, t) = P0 exp

{
− z2

2h2
− (t− τ)2

2τ2

}
, (34)

In (34), P0 is the characteristic power of the external source, h is the vertical extent of the
source and τ is the lifetime of the transient source. This scenario is relevant to mixing by
breaking internal waves, for example, generated by internal tides during a peak in the tidal
cycle. In this relatively simple scenario far from boundaries and absent shear, all length
scales reduce to

ℓψ ∼
√
e

N
, such that κψ = ℓψ

√
e ∼ e

N
. (35)

Adding the external source (34) and simplifying with (35), the buoyancy and TKE equa-
tions (8) and (12) become

∂tb = ∂z
(
Chi
c eN

)
, (36)

∂te− ∂z

(
Chi
e

e

N
∂ze

)
= P −

(
Chi
c + Chi

D

)
eN . (37)

The buoyancy flux is −Chi
c eN and the dissipation rate is Chi

DeN .306

Figure 6 shows a simulation of (36)–(37) for initial condition e = 10−6 m2 s−2, P0 =307

10−6 m2 s−2/(1 hour) = 2.7 × 10−6 m2 s−3, h = 16 meters, τ = 6 hours, and b = N2
0 z with308

N2
0 = 10−6 s−2. Figure 6(a) and (b) show profiles and depth-time diagrams of the buoyancy309

gradient N2(z, t), which is diminished in the center of the domain at late times and exhibits310

sharp maxima on the turbulent/non-turbulent interface at the upper and lower edge of the311

mixing region. Figure 6(c) plots the turbulent production P , buoyancy flux, and dissipation312

at t = 6 hours. Figure 6(d) and (e) shows profiles and depth-time diagrams of the turbulent313

kinetic energy e(z, t).314

Figure 6(c) plots profiles of three terms appearing on the right hand side of (37),

production = P , buoyancy flux = −Chi
c eN , and dissipation = Chi

DeN . (38)

The oft-scrutinized “mixing coefficient” (Gregg et al., 2018; Colm-cille, 2020) — the ratio
between the buoyancy flux and dissipation contributions to the TKE budget — is

Γ
def
= −buoyancy flux

dissipation
=

Chi
c

Chi
D

, (39)

and therefore a model constant determined by calibration. For the “optimal” parameters in315

table 3, Γ ≈ 0.12 — more or less consistent with the notorious observational estimate by316

(Osborn, 1980) for mixing by breaking internal waves at high or infinite Ri, but less than the317

commonly used Γ = 0.2. We leave for future work to judge whether Γ ≈ 0.12 is appropriate318

for ocean microturbulence or whether further calibration to more comprehensive LES or319

observational data is required to better constrain the parameter combination Γ = Chi
c /Chi

D.320

4.3 Forced stratified shear turbulence321

Next, we consider a forced stratified shear turbulence scenario reminiscent of cases
simulated by Smith et al. (2021) and Jackson et al. (2008). Shear-driven stratified turbulent
mixing generates intense downward heat fluxes during deep cycle turbulence in the tropical
ocean (Smyth & Moum, 2013; Whitt et al., 2022) and plays an important role in mixing
major ocean water masses within bottom-intensified overflows (Legg et al., 2009). We model
forced stratified shear turbulence generated by forcing momentum and buoyancy towards
the target profiles u⋆ and b⋆,

u⋆
def
=

N⋆∆√
Ri⋆

tanh
( z
∆

)
. and b⋆

def
= N2

⋆ z , (40)
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Figure 6. Simulation of mixing by turbulence produced by a transient, spatially-concentrated

external source using vertical resolution ∆z = 5 m and time step ∆t = 10 minutes. (a) Profiles of
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representing a shear layer of width ∆ and Richardson number Ri⋆ embedded in linear
stratification with buoyancy frequency N2

⋆ . We restore u and b to u⋆ and b⋆ over a time-scale
τ such that

∂tb = ∂z (σc eN) +
1

τ
(b⋆ − b) , (41)

∂tu = ∂z

(
σu

e

N
∂zu

)
+

1

τ
(u⋆ − u) , (42)

∂te = ∂z

(
σe

e

N
∂ze

)
+ σu

e

N
(∂zu)

2 − (σc + σD) eN , (43)

where the Ri-dependent “stability functions” σψ(Ri) defined in (21) modulate CATKE’s322

length scales via ℓψ ∼ σψ
√
e/N and κψ ∼ σψe/N .323

Figure 7 shows solutions of (41)–(43) for Ri⋆ = 0.1, N2 = 10−6 s−2, d = 50 m, τ = 6324

hours, with b and u initialized to b⋆ and u⋆ and initially uniform e = 10−6 m2 s−2. The depth-325

time diagram of e(z, t) in the middle panel of figure 7 shows an initial burst of turbulence326

that peaks around t = 5 hours. The turbulent intensity subsides between t = 5 hours and327

t = 12 hours, then increases subtly before leveling off around t ≈ 20 hours.328

The bottommost panel in figure 7 plots the evolution of the domain-integrated mixing
coefficient Γ defined in (39), which in stably-stratified shear-driven turbulence with variable
Ri takes the form

Γ(t) =

∫
σceN dz∫
σDeN dz

. (44)

Γ exhibits a maxima at early times before settling to a steady-state value Γ ≈ 0.2, which is329

close to the Γlo ≈ 0.19 that applies to uniform e and N2 and Ri ≤ C0
Ri ≈ 0.47. We note that330

Smith et al. (2021) finds Γ can reach considerably larger values than 0.2 in forced stratified331

shear turbulence, and that recalibration of CATKE’s parameters to datasets that include332

forced stratified shear turbulence may be warranted.333

4.4 Shear instability in CATKE334

The minimum steady-state Ri plotted in figure 7(a) is Ri ≈ 0.2. Indeed, we find that
in additional experiments, the initial burst of turbulence in figure 7 disappears when Ri⋆
in (40) is increased beyond Ri = 0.2. To find the mechanism for this suppression, we follow
Blanke and Delecluse (1993) and rearrange (37) for uniform e,

∂te = (σc + σD) eN

(
Ric
Ri

− 1

)
, (45)

where Ri = N2/ (∂zu)
2
, and Ric is a “critical” Richardson number defined via

Ric
def
=

σu
σc + σD

. (46)

Equation (45) means that in shear turbulence with Ri < Ric, e grows exponentially e ∼
exp(rt) at the rate

r = (σc + σD) N

(
Ric
Ri

− 1

)
. (47)

We further elucidate the role of Ric by simulating forced stratified shear turbulence335

scenario in section 4.3 varying Ri⋆ between 0.05 and 0.25 while holding ∆ = 50 m and336

N2
⋆ = 10−6 s−2 fixed. Figure 8 shows the integrated E(t) =

∫
edz, the domain-minimum337

Rimin(t) = minz Ri(z, t) as a function of time, the final “equilibrium Ri” defined as Rimin(t =338

24 hours), and the maximum max(E) for each time series.339
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Figure 7. CATKE-parameterized simulation of mixing by forced stratified shear turbulence with

vertical resolution ∆z = 5 m and time step ∆t = 10 minutes. Plots show the center of a domain

spanning −500m < z < 500m.
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Figure 8. Transient and equilibrium characteristics of CATKE-parameterized forced stratified

shear turbulence with varying target Richardson numbers Ri⋆. (a) evolution of vertically-integrated

TKE, (b) evolution of the minimum Ri, (c) maximum vertically-integrated TKE in each simulation

as a function of Ri⋆, (d) equilibrium or final Ri as a function of Ri⋆. Darker line colors in (a) and

(b) correspond to smaller target Ri⋆.
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5 Discussion340

This paper describes a new one-equation parameterization for vertical fluxes by ocean341

microturbulence called “CATKE”. CAKTE extends existing one-equation parameterizations342

(Blanke & Delecluse, 1993; Madec et al., 2017) with a dynamic model for convective343

adjustment capable of describing the wide range of convective mixing rates observed in344

the ocean surface boundary layer. We use a posteriori calibration against large eddy345

simulations to make a preliminary estimate of CAKTE’s 18 free parameters that incorporates346

discretization error and treats TKE as a latent variable.347

Our decision to develop a one-equation TKE-based parameterization rather than a348

K-profile parameterization (KPP, see Large et al., 1994; McWilliams et al., 2009; Van Roekel349

et al., 2018; Reichl & Hallberg, 2018; Reichl & Li, 2019) merits some discussion. KPPs have350

a major advantage over TKE-based parameterizations in coarse resolution ocean models351

(especially with different time-steps for momentum and tracer variables) because they admit352

time-steps as long as 2 hours (Reichl & Hallberg, 2018). In part, we are interested in one-353

equation parameterization here because our focus is higher resolution, mesoscale-permitting354

and -resolving simulations that require 1–10 minute time-steps to satisfy the advective355

numerical stability constraints of energetic solutions on relatively high-resolution grids.356

CATKE adds no additional time step constraints to such simulations, while offering some357

significant benefits: (i) dynamic prediction of diffusivity vertical structure versus prescription358

via “shape functions”; (ii) turbulent intensity growth and relaxation time scales or “memory”,359

and (iii) better computational performance on hardware with fine-grained parallelism such360

as Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) used by Oceananigans (Ramadhan et al., 2020) and361

Veros (Häfner et al., 2021), which are ill-suited for the nonlinear solvers for boundary layer362

depth common to KPP-type models (Zhang et al., 2020).363

Our calibration to a relatively limited range of LES cases reported in this paper is just364

the first just the first step towards using CATKE for global ocean modeling and climate365

projection. An important next step is to “recalibrate”, or further constrain CATKE’s free366

parameters in a global context, by minimizing the mismatch between predictions of the367

ocean climate state and relevant observations with global or near-global coverage. Another368

important piece of future work is to recalibrate CATKE to a more comprehensive suite of369

LES forced with temporally-varying surface fluxes, independently-varying surface waves, and370

horizontal flux divergences (for example following Whitt et al., 2022). More comprehensive371

calibration to more LES or to observations in a global context will likely reveal deficiencies372

to be addressed by further development of CATKE’s formulation, such as accounting for the373

effect of surface waves on CATKE’s mixing and dissipation length scales.374

Appendix A A synthetic dataset generated by large eddy simulations375

We use a synthetic dataset to calibrate and assess CATKE consisting of 30 idealized
large eddy simulations (LES) of the ocean surface boundary layer with imposed constant
surface fluxes of temperature and momentum and a simple surface wave field. The LES are
initialized from rest with zero velocity and the piecewise-linear buoyancy stratification

b(z, t = 0) =


N2

surf z for z > −48m

N2
mid z for − 72m > z > −48m

N2
deep z for z < −72m

(A1)

with N2
surf = N2

deep = 2× 10−6 s−2 and N2
mid = 10−5 s−2.376

The 30 simulations are organized into five “suites” of six simulations each by the377

magnitude of their forcing. The five suites are organized by the strength of their forcing and378

their duration: the “6-hour suite” has the strongest forcing, and the “72-hour suite” has379

the weakest forcing. The five suites simulate 6, 12, 24, 48, and 72 hours of boundary layer380

turbulence. Each suite has six cases:381
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1. “free convection” with pure destabilizing buoyancy forcing,382

2. “weak wind strong cooling“,383

3. “medium wind medium cooling”,384

4. “strong wind weak cooling”,385

5. “strong wind no cooling”,386

6. “strong wind no rotation” with f = 0.387

Besides “strong wind no rotation” all cases use Coriolis parameter f = 10−4 s−1. The suites388

are designed to run until the boundary layer is half the total depth of the domain. We denote389

the surface buoyancy flux with Qb with units m3 s−2, and the surface kinematic momentum390

flux Qu with units m2 s−2 (i.e. wind stress divided by a reference density). The buoyancy391

flux is always destabilizing with Qb ≥ 0 (carrying buoyancy upwards, out of the boundary392

layer) and the momentum flux forces a current in the +x direction. Cases 1–5 are ordered393

by decreasing Qb and increasing |Qu|. The “strong wind no rotation” case has weaker wind394

stress than “strong wind no cooling” because rotation hinders boundary layer deepening.395

For all wind-forced cases, we additionally impose a surface wave field with a surface
Stokes drift amounting to a constant “Langmuir number” La =

√
u⋆/uS ≈ 0.3. Our Stokes

drift prescription models a surface wave field with the friction-number-dependent peak
wavenumber

kp = Ck
g

u2⋆
, (A2)

where u⋆ =
√
|Qu| is the water-side friction velocity, g is gravitational acceleration, and we396

use Ck = 10−6.397

We follow Lenain and Pizzo (2020) to estimate the depth-profiles of Stokes drift and
Stokes drift shear. The Stokes drift beneath a spectrum of deep-water waves is

uS(z) = 2

∫ ki

kp

e2kzk
√
gk χ(k) dk , (A3)

where χ(k) is a one-dimensional wave spectrum that neglects “directional spreading”. The
spectrum χ(k) is divided into an “equilibrium range” just above the spectral peak kp, and a
“saturation range” at even higher wavenumbers:

χ(k) =

{
Cβ
2
√
ga⋆k

−5/2 for kp < k < kn (equilibrium) ,

CBk
−3 for kn < k < ki (saturation) ,

(A4)

where kn is a transition wavenumber between equilibrium and saturation ranges, ki is an398

upper wavenumber cutoff above which waves are assumed to be isotropic and there do not399

contribute to Stokes drift. a⋆ = u⋆
√
ρw/ρa is the air-side friction velocity defined in terms400

of the water-side friction velocity u⋆, a reference air density ρa = 1.225 kgm−3 and water401

density ρw = 1024 kgm−3. Wavenumbers below the spectral peak kp are assumed too weak402

to contribute appreciably to Stokes drift.403

Both the transition wavenumber kn and the isotropic wavenumber ki decrease with
increasing u⋆:

kn
def
= Crga

−2
⋆ , (A5)

ki
def
= Ciga

−2
⋆ , (A6)

where Cr = 9.7× 10−3 and Ci = 0.072.404

The Stokes drift is

uS(z) = Cβa⋆

∫ kn

kp

e2kz

k
dk + 2CB

√
g

∫ ki

kn

k−3/2e2kz dk . (A7)
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Noting that
∫ kn
kp

k−1e2kz dk = Ei(2knz) − Ei(2kpz) where Ei is the exponential integral
function, we find

uS(z) = Cβa⋆ [Ei(2knz)− Ei(2kpz)] + 2CB
√
g [υ(kn)− υ(ki)] , (A8)

and

∂zu
S = 2Cβa⋆

∫ kn

kp

e2kz dk + 4CB
√
g

∫ I

n

e2kz√
k

dk , (A9)

= Cβa⋆
e2kpz − e2knz

|z|
+ 2CB

√
2πg

|z|

[
erf

(√
2kn|z|

)
− erf

(√
2ki|z|

)]
, (A10)

for the Stokes shear.405

Open Research Section406

This work relied on the open source software LESbrary.jl (Wagner et al., 2023) and407

Oceananigans.jl (Ramadhan et al., 2020) to run LES, Oceananigans.jl to run calibration408

simulations, and ParameterEstimocean.jl (Wagner et al., 2022) and EnsembleKalman-409

Processes.jl (Dunbar et al., 2022) for the Ensemble Kalman Inversion. Scripts for per-410

forming the calibration and running the exhibition cases in section 4 are available at411

https://github.com/glwagner/SingleColumnModelCalibration.jl.412
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